IMPORTANT
FOR ADDITIONAL CUTOUTS
ON INSIDE OF DOOR REFER
TO EXIT DEVICE TEMPLET.

FOR THIS DIM. REFER
TO EXIT DEVICE TEMPLET
SEE NOTE 1

1/2 DIA.
THIS SIDE ONLY

7/8

1/2 DIA.
THIS SIDE ONLY

INSIDE OF DOOR

DOOR EDGE

OUTSIDE OF DOOR

TRIM NO. 876
DESIGN - STS

1/4 MACH. SCREWS

WASHER

3/8 DIA.

TRIM NO. 876 DT
DESIGN - STS

1/4 MACH. SCREWS

WASHER

3/8 DIA.

METAL DOOR TEMPLET:
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4020

4020

EDWARD R. CRESSEY, PROJECT ENGINEER

ALAN J. HOLLIS, PROJECT ENGINEER

VIRGINIA D. DUNN, FIELD ENGINEER

EDWARD R. CRESSEY, DRAFTSMAN

4020 SERIES E109-49

4020 SERIES BUSY BRIDGE

METAL DOOR TEMPLET
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